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Chapter 1

low-frequency sounds, and a miniature dance of figure eights and body
shakes (the bee’s “waggle”). The lone bee that you see hovering in a

The Customer Network Revolution

field of clover has most likely found its chosen flower by following the
directions communicated by others in the hive. And when the time comes
to resettle en masse, a signal among them will trigger thousands of bees

Look closely at a bee.
You may see it flying from tree to bush, seeking the best nectar

to swarm out of the hive and establish a new colony for the future.

to drink. You may watch it gather pollen on the bristles of its hind legs.
Or you may marvel as it secretes wax to build hexagonal cells in its hive.
Observing the bee up close, you might mistake this industrious insect
for a solitary hunter-gatherer, seeking food, building a shelter, acting
alone.
But look at the bigger picture, and you see a different story. This
single bee is part of a vast, thriving colony of more than ten thousand
bees: highly social insects that cooperate closely in seeking food, building
a hive, and reproducing. The colony is capable of coordinated action, but
it has almost no formal hierarchy or leadership, no more than a school
of fish or a flock of gulls. The “queen” bee is really more of an indentured
servant, tasked with producing thousands of eggs. She is in charge of very
little else. Yet despite the simple roles played by each of its members, a
powerful group intelligence emerges from the colony as a whole. This is
networked intelligence.
The organization of a bee colony depends on a web of constant
communication. The bees communicate as they build the brood comb
together, place the pupae of offspring into cells, and seek out new and
better sources of food. The precise means of bee communication remain
a mystery. But they appear to include a combination of pheromones,

Like the swarming bees in a hive, we humans are linked together
today by an invisible web of communications. But instead of waggles,
hums, and pheromones, we communicate by the digital technologies
that permeate every aspect of our lives.
These technologies include the Web browsers that connect us to
the trillion-plus pages of the World Wide Web via our computers and
our smartphones. They include such messaging technologies as email,
instant messaging, Skype, texting, and Twitter. They include technologies
to download or stream radio podcasts, videos, photos, and songs to our
pocket-sized media players, to our laptops, or to Net-enabled boxes
attached to our TVs. These Internet technologies run on devices that are
increasingly embedded not just in our computers and phones but in our
game consoles, our cars, and even our shoes.
Our constantly multiplying digital tools connect us to more than
just products, companies, and media channels. Far more important, they
connect us all to each other. The digital flow of our data, our ideas, our
commerce, and our identity turns each of us into a node in an enormously
powerful network of human interaction. It is a network capable of
spreading ideas, running businesses, organizing political action, and
subverting institutions. We are the network, and the network is us.
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A New Paradigm: Customer Networks

Four Stories of Customer Networks

The impact of this new network on businesses and organizations

Businesses need to change the way they think about customers

of all kinds is profound. As the Internet links us in networks, it is

because the rise of customer networks has given much more power,

transforming customers’ relationships to each other and to organizations.

independence, and influence to individuals.

Every organization today must realize that its customers--whether

To illustrate, let me start with four short stories that show the

shoppers, business clients, charitable donors, or election voters--are

influence of customer networks.

behaving radically differently than in the predigital era. Our approach to

#1: Challenging Authority

business must change to match.

Until recently, if a government controlled its country’s mass

Business in the twentieth century was based on a model that
viewed customers as isolated and passive individuals. With the rise
of mass media, such as radio and television, businesses could reach
extremely large audiences of customers, but businesses could not market
to each of them as individuals. Business practice was therefore designed

media, individual citizens had no way to spread their own point of view,
to get their voices heard outside their borders, or to organize themselves
easily on a large scale. With the rise of customer networks, however, even
the most authoritarian government has much less control over the flow
of information.

to suit the paradigm of a mass audience. Under this paradigm, product
development, manufacturing, and communications were all designed to
suit the aggregate behaviors of masses of individuals.

In the summer of 2009, the supreme leader of Iran announced
that incumbent president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad had won reelection
in a landslide during the first round of voting. The announcement was

Today, business needs a new paradigm: the customer network.
In customer networks, customers are no longer viewed as isolated
individuals but are seen as dynamic and interactive participants in a

widely disbelieved by supporters of the opposition candidate, who had
expected that a close vote would force Ahmadinejad into a second-round
run-off election.

network. These customers are constantly responding, connecting, and
sharing among themselves and with businesses they care about. To
succeed, businesses, nonprofits, and organizations of all kinds need new
strategies that match the behavior of customer networks. But first we
need to rethink our image of our customers, from individuals to networks.
We need to stop thinking about the bee and focus on the hive.

Iranians took to the streets in the hundreds of thousands, but they
didn’t just march. They used every variety of digital technology available
to communicate with each other and the outside world, including the
Twitter microblogging service. Although the Iranian government ruled
the airwaves and promptly ejected every foreign reporter from the
country, still the protesting citizens were able to report their own view
of events on the ground. The U.S. State Department even requested that
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the owners of Twitter delay a scheduled maintenance that would have

Breaks Guitars,” turned into a comical YouTube video that hit a nerve

taken down the service in order to leave it accessible to citizens of Iran

with customers everywhere. The video featured country-style lyrics and

during the protests.

comical images: luggage handlers ineptly tossing guitar cases through

As days of turmoil led to a brutal crackdown in the streets of

the air, a crime-scene outline of the “victim,” sour and indifferent airline

Iranian cities, local citizens spread images of the violence online to

officials, and Carroll’s band singing woeful harmony while gazing over

viewers around the world as evidence against the regime. The murder

his broken instrument in a burial casket.

by security forces of one young Iranian woman, Neda Agha-Soltan, was

Within two days, the video had been watched more than a

filmed on a cell phone, and the video clips spread rapidly online, making

million times and United was contacting Carroll to apologize and offer

her a martyr and symbol of the struggle for Iranians. The protesters’ call

him compensation (he declined but suggested they donate the money

for a rerun of the election was not successful. But in this new globally

to charity). United promised to mend its customer service ways, but it

networked world, the government could not easily squelch the voices of

was too late to prevent the hit to the company’s reputation. Within a

their protest.

few months, the video had been viewed more than five million times

#2: Bashing a Brand

and attracted thirty-five thousand comments from customers. Those

It used to be that if a customer had a terrible experience with your
business, you might lose a customer for life. Perhaps, if that customer
told family members or friends, your company might lose a handful of
customers. That would have been the worst that could happen. Now,

millions of viewers did not find United’s actions a laughing matter: an
independent analysis found “the vast majority of comments citing bad
experiences, boycotts, and even other broken guitars.”

#3: Loving a Brand

because of the power of customer networks, one bad customer experience

Customer networks don’t only hurt brands; they spread positive

can potentially have a huge impact on the image of a business or brand.

word of mouth as well. In 2008, a Facebook page for one of the world’s

Take the experience of folk musician Dave Carroll, who was

most popular brands, Coca-Cola, rocketed to the number two spot on the

traveling from Halifax to Nebraska with his band, Sons of Maxwell,

social networking site, with more than three million fans “friending” and

when United Airlines badly damaged his guitar. The airline admitted the

visiting the page to express their affection and affinity for Coke.

damage, but for nine months it passed the buck, refusing to compensate

What was surprising, though, was that the page was not created

Carroll for the $3,500 in repairs to his instrument. After speaking to the

by anyone in Coca-Cola’s marketing department or any of its advertising

last customer service agent who refused to help, Carroll promised United

agencies. It was created by two customers: Dusty Sorg, an aspiring actor

that he would write a song about his experience. That song, “United

in Los Angeles, and his friend Michael Jedrzejewski. Facebook users
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around the world soon began to come to the site and post their own

owned by the company they represented. Dusty and Michael’s page

photos of Coke advertising and packaging, Coke delivery trucks, Coke

would either have to be shut down or given to Coca-Cola to manage.

vending machines around the world, Coke tattoos, Coke memorabilia,

Coke’s management was not pleased. They had no interest in squelching

and themselves drinking Coke. They also posted comments in many

the enthusiasm of their customers or putting them under the corporate

languages:

thumb. So instead, when Facebook handed the page’s ownership over to
the company, Coca-Cola handed management of the page right back to
Dusty and Michael. The page, and its network on Facebook, continued to

“I was at Disneyland yesterday . . . drinking a Classic
Coca-Cola :-)”

grow and thrive.

“i lv coke.........................................”

#4: Driving Your Business

“hımm:)seni her türlü içerim”

Customer networks are not just influencing brand image and

“COKE ZERO MY FAVE THOUGH”
“Para mi es más necesaria la Coca Cola que el aire que
respiro!!!”
“I just cannot live without you hahah. Coca Cola 4 life!
(drinkin cola every sec of the day :p)”

corporate reputations, however. They are also creating whole new
business models for companies.
It used to be that if you wanted to start a clothing company, you
needed to invest a lot of capital in product design, in marketing and promoting your brand, and in manufacturing and launching a variety of

Within a few weeks, the page had 750,000 fans; within four

styles for each season--knowing that many styles would inevitably fail.

months, the number was well over a million. The exact reason was a
mystery to Dusty and Michael. They hadn’t launched an advertising
campaign, gone on the radio to tell the world, or otherwise publicized
it. In fact, there were more than two hundred other Coca-Cola pages on
Facebook, but none had come close to their growth. Something about
their page or, more likely, the network of Facebook friends that they

Jake Nickell and Jacob DeHart couldn’t afford the traditional
model for a clothing business when they started their company as
nineteen-year-olds. They had only a thousand dollars to launch the hip,
urban T-shirt business they called Threadless. The two Jakes couldn’t
rely on the old business model, so they built a new one driven by the
power of their customer network.

were linked to, and that their friends and friends’ friends were linked
to, had tapped into a powerful connection to the Coke brand and spread
their page through the network of Facebook users.

Instead of hiring designers, the Jakes invite their customers to
create designs for T-shirts and upload them at the Threadless Web site
to compete in design contests. Winners receive a cash prize (which has

Then, three months after the page had been posted, Facebook

grown from $100 to $2,500), but submissions are motivated just as much

announced a new rule forbidding fan pages for brands that were not
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by the customers’ desire to see their T-shirt designs come to life and be

Twitter account is not a customer network strategy.
As companies seek to respond to the growing power of customer

worn by others. Once their designs have been submitted, customers have
a strong incentive to send everyone they know to the Threadless site to

networks, they too often fall prey to the same basic mistakes:

check out the contest and to vote for their design. Instead of advertising,

• Infatuation with Technology: Executives read the

the company lets its own customers spread the word. The winning

business press, see a list of the latest hot social media, and

contest designs get printed by Threadless and are then sold back to the

tell their managers: Let’s get some of that!

same customers who voted for them.

• Lack of Customer Insight: Companies launch plans

Jake and Jacob now have a thirty-million-dollar clothing business

without taking the time to understand the networked

with a 30 percent profit margin, thanks to some unusual features: zero

behavior of their customers and what is driving that

advertising cost, virtually no product development costs, and a 100

behavior.

percent success rate for their product launches, because every one of

• Lack of Clear Objectives: Without a clear vision for how

them has already been preselected and voted on by the customers who

the strategy will affect the business’s bottom line, efforts

will buy it.

become unfocused, lack impact, and are impossible to
measure.

The Challenge of Customer Networks

• Limited Scope and Vision: A few people in public relations

Faced with the growing power of networked customers, every

or communications are tasked with managing customer

business today faces a stark choice: Will your customers be your biggest

networks, with no vision of how networks could affect

competitor? Or will they be your biggest business driver?

other divisions such as market research, innovation, sales,

Right now, two college kids with a Wi-Fi connection could be

or marketing.

starting up the next Craigslist, Napster, or YouTube. Your customers can
easily become your biggest competitive threat. They can also become your
best focus group, product developers, and volunteer marketing force. To
choose the right course, however, a business must develop a strategy to
engage with customer networks at every stage of the enterprise.
Let me be clear: Pursuing the same mass-market business
strategies of the past and slapping up a Facebook page or launching a

The results of these mistakes are all too clear. Large, successful
brands launch Twitter accounts without considering who will follow
them and why, only to see them languish with few followers and even
fewer customers actually interacting with the brand. Other companies
vainly hire ad agencies to film funny videos that they hope will go “viral”
online. According to the 2009 Tribalization of Business Study, one third
of all online communities launched by businesses fail to attract even a
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hundred participants. Without clear strategic planning, such investments

and which old brands have successfully adapted to customer networks,

lead to efforts that neither inspire nor engage customers and have zero

we can begin to identify a few broad, underlying usage patterns. I call

impact on business.

these core customer network behaviors.

An effective customer network strategy can be a powerful driver

First, customers in networks seek to freely access digital data,

of product innovation, brand engagement, and cost savings for business.

content, and interactions as quickly, easily, and flexibly as possible.

But to effectively inspire sales, loyalty, innovation, or word of mouth

Whether it is instant communication on our smartphones, on-demand

among customer networks, businesses need to do more than post a funny

television from our digital cable boxes, or having a world of information

video or jump on the latest social networking site. They need to do more

at our fingertips with search engines, we want it all and we want it now.

than harness tomorrow’s technology to sell last year’s products.

Increasingly, wherever we go, our choice of where to work or play is

To survive and thrive today, companies need to understand the

influenced by the availability of Internet access without logins, firewalls,

core underlying behaviors of customer networks. And then they need

or fees. The next generation of real-time data, location-aware mobile

to innovate products, services, and experiences that help customer

services, and cloud-computing technology will put each of us in even

networks get what they want.

closer and more constant contact with our networks.
Second, customers seek to engage with digital content that is

So . . . what do customer networks want?
To learn the answer, companies need to stop focusing just on new

sensory, interactive, and relevant to their needs. We may be reading

technologies and start paying attention to new and emerging customer

fewer newspapers and magazines than five years ago, but major news

behaviors. They need to understand the network dynamics that persist

publishers have more readers than ever. In Japan, a new literary genre

even as technologies rapidly change and evolve. How do customers

has emerged, the cell-phone novel, written for the smallest screen.

behave in networks? What do they value? What will they pay for?

Internet video has become an established medium for everything from
amateur musicians to corporate communications. Gaming has moved

Five Customer Network Behaviors

from a niche activity of hardcore fanboys to a medium for all ages that

We now have four decades of experience living with the Internet,

is used for pleasure, learning, and even work. New mobile operating

a network of networks; fifteen years of public use of the World Wide Web;

systems are turning portable devices like phones, tablets, and e-readers

and nearly a decade since the adoption of widespread social media tools

into our newest tools for engaging text, audio, and video.

in the Web 2.0 era. By observing which media have been embraced and

Third, customers seek to customize their experiences in networks

how customers have used them, which new businesses have flourished,

by choosing and modifying a wide assortment of information, products,
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and services. Online retailers have accustomed us to a vast range of

parties. With varying skills, others are collaborating online to write

choices that could never be matched by a physical book, music, or video

encyclopedias, sustain journalism under totalitarian regimes, or design

store. The Web itself is the ultimate customizable medium, with a trillion

clothes for their friends. Today’s digital tools allow groups to form and

pages to choose from as you browse for content, news, or commerce.

collaborate easily across great distances, whether motivated by curiosity,

Hypertext, RSS feeds, and widgets have made digital content highly

personal interests, or deeply held social values.

customizable and point to the future of an increasingly personalized

The order of these five behaviors reflects a progression from

Web. But an overload of choices will make recommendation engines and

fundamental value (to the customer) to complex value (to the customer).

filtering tools increasingly important.

This can be thought of as a parallel to psychologist Abraham Maslow’s

Fourth, customers seek to connect with one another by sharing

Hierarchy of Needs, which ranks human needs from the most basic

their ideas and opinions in text, images, videos, and social links. Every

(physiological needs such as air, food, and water) to those that are related

day, tens of thousands of hours of video are uploaded to the Web for

to identity and purpose (the need for esteem, respect, and morality).

sharing, along with countless photos, customer product reviews, status

Although they do not match Maslow’s categories, the five customer

updates, blog posts, and comments in discussion forums. Across the

network behaviors are similarly ordered from the most basic to the most

world, people, brands, book clubs, and rock bands connect with their

complex value to the customer:
• Access: the ability to actually connect to networks easily,

“friends” on various social networking sites. They spend time there for

flexibly, and effectively

diverse goals, from friendship and dating to business networking and
self-expression. Chronically ill patients are even using social networks to

• Engage: the ability to find relevant and valuable content

compare results on different therapies. Increasingly, our relationships in

and experiences in networks

social networks are portable to other Web sites, allowing us to personalize

• Customize: the ability to match or adapt those network 		

and enrich all of our digital experiences.

experiences to unique customer needs

Fifth, customers seek to collaborate on collective projects and goals

• Connect: the ability to express oneself and communicate

through open platforms. Beyond just sharing ideas and conversations,

with other customers in networks

networked customers are mobilizing together to measure traffic flows,

• Collaborate: the ability to engage in purposeful action, with

write computer software, and elect political candidates. Millions of

shared goals, in networks

voters have joined online networks to raise money and organize in the

The relative priority of these values is not fixed. We cannot

offline world of phone calls, door-to-door canvassing, and hosting house

generalize and say that “it is always more important to a customer
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to collaborate than it is to connect,” or even that “if a customer has

strategies for customer networks: the ACCESS, ENGAGE, CUSTOMIZE,

achieved some ability to engage, then he or she will focus on trying to

CONNECT, and COLLABORATE strategies (fig. 1.1). You may remember

customize.”

these as A-E-C-C-C, or “A-E-triple-C.”
Figure 1.1

Nor do these five behaviors exist in isolation. In many digital
experiences, a customer may be simultaneously fulfilling multiple core

Customer Network Behaviors

behaviors (for example, seeking easy access to customized content). But

Five Customer Network Strategies

understanding the unique value and importance of each of these behaviors
by itself can shed light on their cumulative effect. Understanding them

ACCESS

be faster, be easier, be everywhere,
be always on

ENGAGE

become a source of valued content

CUSTOMIZE

make your offering adaptable to your
customers’ needs

CONNECT

become a part of your customers’
conversations

COLLABORATE

invite your customers to help build
your enterprise

together offers a unique view into the motivations that continue to shape
customer choice and actions as the technology of our digital networks
rapidly evolves.
Last, the impact of these behaviors does not remain solely in the
world of digital bits and online experiences. Each of these five behaviors
in online networks shapes our choices and actions in the offline world as
well, whether it is the places we travel, the votes we cast, or the products
and services we purchase. Ideas and conversations that start in digital
networks quickly spread over into offline relationships and interactions,
and back again.

Five Customer Network Strategies
For organizations and businesses, the five customer network
and

This book explores each of these five strategies in detail and examines

collaborating--can provide the key to creating value, building strong

how they have been successfully applied by a variety of businesses and

relationships, and designing products and services for customers in our

organizations. Here is a brief overview.

behaviors--accessing,

engaging,

customizing,

connecting,

digital age.
These five core behaviors provide the basis for five powerful
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The ACCESS Strategy: Be Faster, Be Easier, Be

and blast them with advertising messages. But in an environment of

Everywhere, Be Always On

abundant media and rampant ad-skipping, businesses that want to

Every organization today faces the expectations of an always-on

engage customer networks need to create content that customers will

world. To compete, businesses must find ways to provide customers an

actually want to consume. Today, every business needs to think like

easier, faster, more pervasive connection to digital networks. Providing

a media business. On sites like the American Express OPEN Forum

always-on Web connections to customers allows a service business

and Dell’s digitalnomads.com, companies are engaging audiences by

like Virgin America airline to differentiate itself from competitors.

creating content that is extremely useful for their core customers. Others,

On-demand business models--such as USAA’s digital banking and

from Methodist University Hospital to the Broadway musical Spring

Zipcar’s auto rentals--meet customers’ desire for more flexible service.

Awakening to New Jersey retailer Wine Library, are engaging customers

As smartphones make our networks increasingly mobile and location

by showing an authentic and personal face in their media. By focusing

aware, companies from Urbanspoon to Sears are finding new ways to

on niche audiences and their particular interests, companies from

let customers browse, discover, and purchase on the go. Meanwhile,

General Electric to Mercedes-Benz are creating content that engages

cloud computing makes data accessible from anywhere, and real-time

influential segments. And businesses from IBM’s consultants to the

feeds make it accessible at anytime, allowing companies from Coca-Cola

makers of Webkinz stuffed animals are engaging audiences and driving

to Serena Software to communicate faster and better with employees.

profits via interactive online gaming. By becoming a source of valued

Businesses like Nike and Lifescan are connecting customers to their data

content, media, and information, companies can deepen relationships

by embedding digital access in more and more products, from cars to

with customer networks that are increasingly difficult to sway with

medical sensors to running shoes. And e-tailers such as Amazon.com

conventional advertising.

and products like the Flip Video camcorder demonstrate how offering

The CUSTOMIZE Strategy: Make Your Offering Adapt-

simpler and easier digital access can increase sales and market share. By
providing new and better kinds of network access, businesses can make

able to Your Customers’ Needs
Networked customers are not looking for cookie-cutter

themselves indispensable to customers’ lives.

experiences, identical content, and mass-produced products, especially

The ENGAGE Strategy: Become a Source of Valued

in the digital realm. By giving them tools to customize products, services,

Content

and content to suit their needs and interests, businesses can add real

In the predigital age, companies could piggyback on mass

value that will differentiate them from competitors and engage their

media such as television and radio to buy customers’ captive attention

customers more deeply. Personalized playlists allow brands like Nissan
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and media companies like Pandora and NPR to provide customers

customers, whether RedBull on its Facebook page, drug maker UCB

with exactly the content they are looking for. Thanks to Web interfaces

on the PatientsLikeMe epilepsy community, or the Kogi Korean BBQ’s

and digital prototyping, customers can also “mash up” and customize

conversations on Twitter. Other businesses, such as Ford Motor Company

physical products and services, such as the Nike ID shoe line or the

and Bravo TV, host their own forums for passionate users to share

services at Affinia Hotels. Choice can give your business a human face, as

opinions, start discussions, vote in polls, and connect with one another.

the charity Kiva found when it let donors choose the project they wished

By asking customers for ideas, platforms like MyStarbucksIdea.com and

to fund online, whether it was a mother in Guatemala who needed four

Dell’s IdeaStorm help companies innovate valuable new products and

hundred dollars for equipment to start a tailoring business or a farmer

services. In other cases, companies can integrate the customer’s voice

in Angola who needed three hundred dollars for new goats to milk. Other

into their own, as in the March of Dimes “Every Baby Has a Story” social

businesses have created platforms for choice, among them HP’s Magcloud

marketing campaign or the hit TV show iCarly, whose viewers upload

for custom magazine design and Ponoko’s Web-based service for the

their own videos and photos in hopes of becoming part of the next episode.

custom manufacturing of furniture, toys, or jewelry. But companies need

Customer conversations can also add a layer of value to a business, as

to beware of what psychologists have called the paradox of choice and

in Microsoft’s customer-driven support forums or the Epicurious.com

not overwhelm customers with disorganized options. This is why Netflix

recipe site, where users add creative variations to each posted recipe.

offered a million-dollar prize to help improve its Cinematch movie

By connecting with customers in their conversations online, businesses

recommendations. Choice schemas, recommendation engines, and new

can build stronger relationships, gain valuable insights, and build their

social filtering tools are essential to the future of digitally customized

brands.

experiences.

The COLLABORATE Strategy: Invite Your Customers to

The CONNECT Strategy: Become a Part of Your

Help Build Your Enterprise

Customers’ Conversations

One of the most powerful ways to engage customer networks

Customers are constantly sharing ideas and opinions on the

is to invite them to collaborate with your business on shared goals

Web today in social media conversations that shape brand perception.

and projects. Collaboration can take many forms. Passive contribution

Companies can benefit by joining these conversations--either in popular

systems, such as the Dash car navigation system or SETI@home, allow

forums like Facebook and Twitter or by creating their own forums

users to contribute things like real-time traffic information or computer

where customers express themselves. Joining the conversation on

scanning of images from space to assist in large-scale data projects.

established social networks allows organizations to connect with their

active contribution systems allow customers to work on small parts of
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a collective effort, such as contributing news photos to CNN’s iReport,

to market, more effective sales channels, reduced costs for customer

adding details to an online tax guide for Intuit, or raising money for

service, customer loyalty and word of mouth, brand awareness among

the next album by pop band Five Times August. In open competitions,

hard-to-reach target segments, customer insight, expanded innovation

customers compete to develop the best solutions to a challenge, whether

resources, and improved knowledge management.

it is a new T-shirt design for Threadless, a new venture business plan

Customer network strategy is not just for small start-up

for Cisco, or the design for a hundred-mile-per-gallon car sponsored by

businesses. It can be effective for organizations of all sizes--midsize local

Progressive Auto Insurance. By creating defined platforms for others

businesses, Fortune 500 companies, and multinational giants.

to build their own businesses, companies like eBay, Craigslist, and CD

Customer network strategy is not just for web and technology

Baby can unleash tremendous creative and economic activity by users.

companies, either. It can be effective for a wide variety of categories-

With open platforms—such as open source code, software development

-fashion, electronics, retailers, pharmaceuticals, business consulting,

kits, and application program interfaces--Apple has attracted thousands

consumer packaged goods, nonprofits, rock bands, and political

of programmers to develop applications for the iPhone and transform

campaigns.

it into a category-defining product. Using open platforms, New York

Nor is customer network strategy only useful in reaching out to

City’s government enlisted citizens to develop apps that make its public

end consumers. It is also effective in connecting with business customers,

data more open and useful for everyone. To collaborate with customer

external partners, and an organization’s own employees.
A few examples of the customer network strategies featured in

networks, businesses need to find the right balance of motivators
for participants (love, glory, and money), to understand which large

this book, and their business impact, include:

problems can be divided into smaller tasks, and to strike the right balance
of bottom-up versus top-down control.

• Apple: which tapped a network of outside developers to
design more than a hundred thousand apps to run on its
second-generation iPhone, generating new revenue and

The Business Impact of Customer Network
Strategy

• Author Stephenie Meyer: who reached out to early fans

As should be clear, these strategies are not just about creating

in online communities to build the cult following that

goodwill on a few blogs or amorphous customer “buzz”; they can lead to

propelled her Twilight series of vampire books into all

real business impact. Customer network strategies can be used to achieve

four top slots of USA Today’s Best-Selling Books list.

a variety of business objectives, including product differentiation, speed
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transforming the smartphone category.

• Nike: which launched the world’s largest running
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community, with more than a million members who use

• The 2008 Obama presidential campaign: which

digital sensors to track, compare, and share their athletic

gave millions of supporters the online tools to raise

performance and goals.

funds, register voters, and organize for caucuses across
the country, propelling a long-shot candidate to the

• Dell: which gave voice to half a million customers on its

Democratic Party nomination and, ultimately, the White

IdeaStorm site and generated more than ten thousand

House.

ideas for new product development.
• Canadian toymaker Ganz: which reinvented the stuffed
animal product category with its Webkinz toys that children
play with in an online virtual world, an innovation that
earned over a hundred million dollars in annual sales.
• Kraft Foods: which created a branded iPhone application
featuring thousands of recipes made with Kraft products
and then charged customers for the app, selling more than
a million copies.
• Ford Motor Company: which, before the launch of the Ford
Fiesta, generated an astonishing 38 percent awareness
among Gen Y consumers, not with an ad campaign, but by
selecting one hundred young people to spend six months
with the car and share their unedited experiences online.
• Cisco: which found what may be its next billion-dollar
business through an online contest that yielded a plan for
a new enterprise based on “smart grid” technology.
• Kiva: which let donors choose the family businesses they
want to fund around the world and attracted a network
of more than half a million donors funding two hundred
thousand projects worldwide.

The Rest of This Book
These cases and many more are presented in part II (chapters
3 to 7). These five central chapters explore the five customer network
strategies:

ACCESS,

ENGAGE,

CUSTOMIZE,

CONNECT,

and

COLLABORATE.
Each chapter defines a customer network strategy and discusses its
impact on key organizational objectives. In stories that stretch from Iowa
to Tokyo, and from living rooms to war zones, the underlying customer
network behavior is explored, along with social and technological
factors which shape that behavior. Next, multiple approaches to that
customer network strategy are presented. Each approach is illustrated
by successful case studies of businesses from a variety of industries.
Last, key lessons for implementing the strategy are presented, as well as
emerging technologies that will continue to shape it in the future.
The over one hundred cases presented in part II draw on the
many exceptional organizations I have met since launching the BRITE
conference at Columbia Business School and at partner universities
globally. Through BRITE (BRands, Innovation, and TEchnology), I
have had the chance to interview, present onstage, and bring into the
classroom a wide range of tech companies (including Google, Craigslist,
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Figure 1.2

and MySpace), consumer brands (Lego, P&G, Nike, Dove, Citibank),
pharmaceutical companies (Eli Lilly), media businesses (MTV, NBC,
NPR), and B2B firms (GE, SAP, Cisco), as well as advertising and public
relations agencies (R/GA, Ogilvy, Edelman), political campaigns (Barack
Obama, Mitt Romney), nonprofits (Soaringwords), and tech start-ups

1. Setting Objectives
2. Segmentation & Positioning
3. Strategy Selection & Ideation

and entrepreneurs (Boxee, MakerBot, Sense Networks). The contribution
of insights from their business cases has been invaluable in exploring the
five strategies presented in part II.

ACCESS

Part III (chapters 8 and 9) focuses on the broader management
and leadership of customer network strategy within an organization.
Imagine that you are put in charge of developing an overall customer
network strategy for your organization or for a division or a product line:

COLLABORATE

CONNECT

Customer
Networks

ENGAGE

CUSTOMIZE

Where do you begin? How do you decide which of the five core strategies
to deploy and how to connect them? How do you sell your project to upper
management, and if you move ahead, how do you know if your project
is working? Chapter 8 presents a five-step process for the development
of an overall customer network strategy for any brand, business unit, or
4. Execution

organization (fig. 1.2). This process includes:
• Setting Objectives: defining the most important business

5. Measurement

outcomes for your organization.
• Segmentation and Positioning: understanding who your

• Execution: implementing your strategy using skills from

customers are, how they are participating in networks, and

traditional disciplines such as marketing, customer

what your brand positioning and value proposition are.

service, and operations, as well as developing new

• Strategy Selection and Ideation: choosing which

capabilities suited to customer networks.

strategies to pursue (A-E-C-C-C) and developing specific

• Measurement: putting in place metrics to measure the

initiatives by mapping those strategies to your customers,

results of your strategy against defined objectives and

your competitors, and your own business.
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gathering feedback to continuously build and improve

for organizations to deepen relationships with consumers, business

your strategy.

partners, and employees. For long-standing organizations, this will

The final chapter (chapter 9) examines the nature of the
customer-network-focused organization. It describes three large
organizations that have used customer network strategies broadly across
customer segments and business domains. These and other cases point
to how future organizations will operate in a networked world--by being
borderless, collaborative, and pervasively connected. The likely impact

require a shift from strategies and business processes of the industrial
era. These processes aimed for mass economies, mass production, and
mass marketing to an aggregate of thousands or millions of individual
consumers, each acting alone and in isolation. In the era of networks,
customers are no longer alone. To succeed, businesses need to stop
focusing on the bee and learn to unleash the power of the hive.

on several industries is discussed, as well as the cultural traits that will
be required of organizations and leaders. Such previously laudable
attributes as transparency, responsiveness, and sharing social values are
now essential to your success in a world of customer networks.
But before we examine the building blocks of an effective strategy
for customer networks, we should answer a few questions regarding
where we are and how we got here. Wha t exactly is a network, and what
can network science tell us about our digitally linked behavior? How has
the Internet evolved, and what is so different about Web 2.0? How is the
revolutionary rise of many-to-many communications tools changing our
society? And if we truly are no longer in an era of broadcast messages
and mass marketing, then what models should we now use for selling
and for business? We will explore these and related questions in chapter 2.
Today, whatever your business, the network is your customer.
To thrive in our interconnected world, every company needs a strategy
designed for customer networks. Aligning businesses with the reality
of customer networks will not be easy. But it offers enormous potential
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Businesses featured in the book
Consumer packaged goods

CD Baby

Toys & Games

Urbanspoon

Coca-Cola

Craigslist

Ganz (Webkinz)

Yelp

Frito-Lay (Doritos)

eBay

Hasbro

General Mills

My Virtual Model

LEGO

Kraft Foods

Ponoko

Xbox

Mars (Skittles)

Wine Library

Red Bull

Zazzle

Consumer Electronics
Apple (iPhone)
Dash Navigation

Telecom

Dell

Comcast

MakerBot

Retail

Motorola

Flip Video

Consumer durables

Burger King

Sprint

RIM (Blackberry)

Blendtec

Home Depot

Masi

Kogi Korean BBQ

Web

Automotive

Weber

Naked Pizza

Boxee

Ford Motor Company

CitySense

Mercedes-Benz

Evernote

Mini Cooper

Facebook

Nissan
Toyota

Tropicana

Fashion
Abercrombie & Fitch

Sears
Starbucks

Adidas

Healthcare

Foursquare

Burberry

Lifescan

Google (Android)

Nike

Methodist University Hospital in
Memphis

Innovid

Styleshake
Threadless

PatientsLikeMe
Pfizer

Etail
Amazon

Proteus Biomedical
Sermo

Kickstarter
Layar
Meetup
Twitter
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Travel & Hospitality
Affinia Hotels
Intercontinental Hotels
United Airlines
Virgin America
Zipcar
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Financial Services

Media & Entertainment

Khan Academy

American Express

Bravo TV

Kiva

Bank of America

Edmunds

March of Dimes

Fidelity

Epicurious.com

The X Prize Foundation

HSBC

Netflix

TheExtraordinaries

TradeKing

Nickelodeon

Politics & Government

USAA

OnDemandBooks (Espresso)

Cities of Boston, New York, and
San Francisco

IT & Software
Amazon Web Services
Dell
HP
Linux
Microsoft
Mozilla (Firefox)
Salesforce.com
SAP
B2B / business services
Cisco
GE
IBM

Pandora

NASA

Wikipedia

Obama Campaign 2008

News

Office of National Intelligence

CNN

Transportation Security 		
Administration

NPR
Spot.us

US Army

The Guardian
The Washington Post
Arts
Diane Birch, musician
Stephenie Meyer, author
Brad Skistimas, musician
Spring Awakening, the musical

InnoCentive

Nonprofit

Intuit

DonorsChoose
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Self-Assessment

How do your customers prefer to communicate (email, phone,
text, Twitter)? What social networks are your customers already
using (Facebook, LinkedIn, MySpace, specialized networks)?

How Networked Is Your Business?

Your ACCESS Strategy
Understanding Your Customer Network

1. Are you findable? Are you making it easy for customers to

1. Who is in your customer network? What types of “customers”

find you and incorporate you into their digital lives? Are you

determine the success of your organization? (These may include

optimized for search, with appropriate paid keyword advertising?

consumers, business customers, investors, analysts, business

Can customers find you on the social networks they are using?

partners, regulators, donors, volunteers, music fans, voters, and
parishioners, among others.)

2. Are you flexible? Do you offer your services and content to
customers on their schedule, not yours? Can customers reach you

2. Who matters most? Which of these types of customers are

by email, text message, Twitter, or phone? Do your Web services

most important to the success of your organization? Who are the

run well on any browser, smartphone, or digital interface?

most important potential customers that you want to bring into
your network?

3. Are you mobile? Does your business work on the small screen
in your customers’ pocket?

Can they use their phones and

3. What are your goals for your customer network? What are

mobile devices to find you, learn about you, and pay you? Are you

your most important objectives for each type of customer in your

delivering products and services that take advantage of mobility

network? Do you want to gain customer insights and increase

and location awareness?

product differentiation? Amplify word of mouth and connect
with hard-to-reach customers? Drive direct sales and generate
new customer leads? Build your brand image and break through
the media clutter? Lower customer service costs and increase
your productivity? Any customer network strategy needs to start
with identifying your most important objectives.

4. Are you fast? Do you realize that “I can get that for you in two
days” is a reason for your customer to look somewhere else? Are
you offering on-demand services rather than making customers
adapt to your schedule? Are you turning out new content while it
is fresh and current? Are you responding to customers online in
a timely fashion?

4. What network technologies are your customers already using?
What hardware are they using to get online (phones, netbooks,
tablets, laptops, desktop computers)? What media are they
interacting with (YouTube, Flickr, phone apps, blogs, Web sites)?
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5. Are you simple? As technology grows increasingly powerful and
complex, are you keeping yours simple? Are your products and
services as easy as emailing on a BlackBerry, searching on Google, or
uploading to YouTube? Are you eliminating the hoops that customers
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2. Do you act as a filter for your customers? Do you help them

must jump through to find you, connect with you, or pay you?

to pick out what’s relevant to them from the cacophony of voices,
Your ENGAGE Strategy

products, and options in their digital world? Do you curate? Do

1. Are you creating valuable content for your customers? Are

you make recommendations?

you thinking like a media company? Are you creating content

3. Are your products or services adaptable? Can customers adapt

that earns your customers’ scarce attention in a busy world? Have

your services or products to suit their interests and needs? Can

you moved beyond just running ads online and started creating

each customer find a unique experience of his or her own?

content and stories that actually engage your customers?

4. Do you offer a personal choice? Do you learn from your

2. Are you sensory and interactive? Does your content include

interactions with customers? Do you know what elements of your

text, images, and video? Are you incorporating interactive

offering they would most like to customize? Do you offer choices

elements like maps or gaming? Is your content easily shared by

that reflect their passions and express their individuality?

your customers--through email, on Facebook, or by embedding
it in their blogs?

Your CONNECT Strategy

3. Are you useful for your customers? Who is your content aimed

1. Are you listening to what your customers are saying? Do you

at? What needs does it answer for them? What problems does it

use tools to track your buzz online? Do you know what is being

solve? Do your customers have a good reason to return to your

said about your brand, your competitors, and your business

content more than once? Is it genuinely useful?

category? Are you following and learning from the conversations

4. Are you authentic? Does your content speak in the voice of real

of your current and potential customers?

people inside your organization? Does it express a genuine point

2. Are you making connections in popular online forums? Do you

of view? Will customers who have interacted with you in person

have a presence in such forums as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter,

recognize your voice in your content?

or Google Buzz? Can customers find you there to ask a question
or report a problem? Can they “friend” you or express support for

Your CUSTOMIZE Strategy

your brand? Can they introduce you to their online friends?

1. Do you let customers choose what they hear from you? Have
you stopped broadcasting one-size-fits-all communications?
Can customers customize your content? Can they pick the topics
they are most interested in? Can they adjust the frequency? Can
they pick the format (email versus podcast versus RSS versus

3. Are you proactive and helpful? Are you responding quickly to
concerns about your business that are voiced online? Do valued
customers know they can ask you for help? Are you generating
goodwill and positive buzz by showing that you are helpful?
4. Are you connecting to your most passionate customers? Are

Twitter)?
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than themselves?

you building relationships online with your biggest supporters?
Are you giving them opportunities to connect with you and

3. Are you splitting up large projects into small tasks that

champion you online? Are you showing your critics that you are

customers can contribute to? Are you using tools like wikis that

at least listening to them?

allow each participant to contribute to a collective project? Are

5. Are you giving your customers a place to meet and share

you giving customers a choice of tasks that can be accomplished in

ideas? Are you creating your own space for customers to connect

a short time? Are you tapping into the full breadth and expertise

and converse online? Are you asking your customers for their

of customers who might want to collaborate with you?

ideas on how to improve your business? Are you testing out new

4. Are you asking for help on challenges you can’t solve yourself?

ideas, products, messages, or strategies to get their input? Do you

Are you posing your most bold and vexing business questions to

have the skills to collect, evaluate, and act on ideas from your

your customers for answers? Are you open to ideas that come

customers?

from outside your organization and willing to reward them? Do

6. Are you incorporating your customers’ voices into your

you understand the values and motivations that might inspire

own? Are the testimonies of your customers reflected in your

your customers to contribute?

communications? Are you giving customers a chance to answer

5. Are you leaving parts of your business open for others to build

one another’s questions? Has the conversation among your

upon? Are you providing datasets for your customers to freely

customers become a vital part of your business?

use? Are you using Web-based platforms to make it easy for
others to run a business that contributes to yours? Are you using

Your COLLABORATE Strategy

such tools as SDKs, APIs, and open-source licenses to create an

1. Are you identifying your most motivated customers? Are you

open platform where the innovations of others can add to your

tapping into their knowledge, skills, expertise, and enthusiasm?

own?

Are you lowering the barriers of entry for customers to get
involved? Are you offering different levels of participation for
those who can contribute just a little and those who want to

Your Internal Customer Network

contribute a lot?

1. Is your business transparent on the inside? How accessible
is your own data for yourself and your employees? Can you find

2. Are you giving customers ways to work together? Are you

up-to-minute information on your critical business metrics

helping them to collaborate in an ongoing fashion? Are you

wherever you are and at any time? Can you see and update your

giving them the tools to work together on shared goals and

data through the Web from any secure device?

projects? Do they feel that they are a part of something larger
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2. Are you using collaborative tools for work? Are you harnessing
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such tools as wikis, threaded discussions, collaboratively edited
documents, and internal social networks? Are you using them to share
knowledge, assemble flexible teams, and collaborate on projects?
3. Is your organization pervasively networked? Are you training
all your employees in new digital skills and tools? Have you
liberated your network strategy from the “social media interns” in
your public relations department? Are you embracing customer
networks in every division of your business: market research,
product development, marketing, sales, customer support, human
resources, and more? Are you using networks to collaborate
across divisions?
4. Are you constantly learning, listening, and sharing with
networks? Are you using networks to be more responsive to
customers? Are you constantly learning from constituents of all
kinds (business partners, end consumers, press, volunteers)? Are
you lowering the boundaries that stand between those who are
inside and outside your organization? Are you becoming more
open to new ideas?
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